Do You Know Your E-mail Address?

Suppose your CNS userid is "albert." Your university colleagues can send mail to you at your CNS Internet address under NERSP (AIX) or GatorLink (for convenience, most people choose just one Internet address for all their mail). Under each system, your e-mail address is slightly different, a combination of your userid, the system node and the common Internet domain, as shown below:
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Do You Know Your E-mail Address?

Suppose your CNS userid is "albert." Your university colleagues can send mail to you at your CNS Internet address under NERSP (AIX) or GatorLink (for convenience, most people choose just one Internet address for all their mail). Under each system, your e-mail address is slightly different, a combination of your userid, the system node and the common Internet domain, as shown below:

NERSP: albert@cns.ufl.edu
GatorLink: albert@ufl.edu

Note: Your NERSP userid may not necessarily match your GatorLink ID.

Your Comments are Welcome

We welcome your comments and suggestions on this and all UFIT documentation. Please send your comments to:
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